
THE BROTHERS BRIMM 
in the DRAWING OF A THREE 
or ROAD TRIPPY

Page 01, CHAPTER 01: Meeting KEVIN

Panel 01
Open on the Lost Highway a little further up the road than we last 
left WAFFLES, SYRUP, NECRO and SUKI. They are surrounded by floating 
rocks/boulders on either side. There is a desert-like quality to the 
Lost Highway; tumble weeds; cacti; etc... Long horizontal panel. The 
car is in silhouette against the landscape. 

Panel 02 and Panel 03 (two squarish panels showing them driving and 
stopping abruptly. SYRUP is humming along to the radio or asking a 
question. 

SYRUP:
Then I sez to the guy whatyamean that ain't guacamole?

Panel 03 (same size as PANEL 02)
The car comes to an abrupt stop. All four passengers are thrown 
forward.

SYRUP:
What the...

Panel 04
A tall panel separating Panels 03 and 05.

SFX:
SCREEEEEEEEEEECH!

Panel 05 (another long panel like PANEL 01)
The passengers have raised their heads SYRUP is angry with WAFFLES 
for interrupting his story. The other three and are looking through 
the front window confused.

SYRUP:
Nice driving Death Proof!

Nice driving Stuntman Mike!

What the heck were you thinking? I wuz tellin' a story!

WAFFLES:
I was thinking...

Page 02 
Panel 01
Long Panel revealing the front of the car and a figure hovering just 



in front, inches from the front bumper. The figure is human and 
skull-like, completely naked and floating in an almost fetal 
position. (This is KEVIN.)

WAFFLES: (continued)
“Don't hit the floating naked thingy in the middle of the road.”

Panel 2 (square panel, car interior)
Everyone inside looks concerned, this group keeps running into 
roadblocks on this journey.

SUKI:
What do think he wants? 

SYRUP:
How do you know it's a h...

OHHHHH.
Panel 03 (car interior)
NECRO speaks up, almost in a hypnotic trance. His eyes are swirls of 
black and white. He speaks...
 

NECRO:
I REQUEST COUNCIL WITH THE DEMON-FOLK KNOWN AS

WAFFLES AND SYRUP!

SYRUP:
Will you listen to that.

NECRO sounds all Barry White and whatnot.

Panel 04 (car interior)
SYRUP gets ready to exit the HEARSE, WAFFLES is very reluctant.

SYRUP:
C'mon Big Guy.

Their playing our song.

WAFFLES:
Yeah but I got two left feet

and neither of them want to leave this car!

Panel 05 (car interior)
SYRUP exits the car and starts to narrate the situation.

SYRUP:
Exit: Frog and Bear.

(SHOUTING) C'mon BEAR!

Panel 06
Both WAFFLES and SYRUP are standing on opposite sides of the HEARSE. 
They are seeming awestruck, almost hypnotized by the figure hovering 



in front of them.

SYRUP:
He don't look like a Presbyterian to me?

WAFFLES:
I got a bad feeling about this. 

Page 03
Panel 01
Interior HEARSE. WAFFLES, SYRUP, SUKI and NECRO. Takes up two square 
panels.

SYRUP:
NECRO, SUKI, you two stay here. 

WAFFLES and I got this.

WAFFLES:
Can't I stay?

Panel 02
Long square top row. Close-up on SYRUP. 

SYRUP:
C'mon! We got this.

Panel 03
Long horizontal panel showing WAFFLES' foot exiting the hearse. Close
up shot of the front end of the car. 

Panel 04
Long horizontal panel over the shoulder of WAFFLES and SYRUP. Looking
up towards the glowing, naked figure. 

SYRUP:
Maybe this was a bad idea.

This is a narrative of very heavy-duty proportions. 


